


 زبان انگلیسی یازدهم فصل سوم تشریحی

1 - Complete the sentences with the appropriate forms of the following verbs.

hope        agree        plan        begin

 Mark  ..................  to learn Spanish when he was 40.

 I am  ..................  to go to Ardebil.

 The bank  ..................  to lend him fifty million Rials.

 Maryam is seventeen and she  ..................  to be a translator.

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

2 - Match synonyms. There is one extra word on the right.

A B

. shop a. various

. to reflect b. famous

. to appreciate c. to try

. antonym d. common

. well-known e. opposite

. to attempt f. store

. glad g. large

. shared    h. to show

. vast    i. to make

. to produce j. happy

k. to value

1
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3 - Fill in the blanks using the words below. There is one extra word in the box.

 Art can improve people’s physical, mental, and emotional  .................. (1). If people use their art skills in a right way,

they will be able to  .................. (2) their feelings. They will understand their family and friends better. Art can help people

have better  .................. (3) with each other. The power of art  .................. (4) the risk of many illnesses such as heart attack.

If people practice art, they will  .................. (5) with their stress and enjoy the pleasure of making artwork. You can try this

by drawing simple things or making simple  .................. (6). You will see its power!

communicate – decreases – diversity – objects – wellness – relationship – get along
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4 - Fill in the blanks using the words below. There is one extra word in the box.

 When traveling to another country, you should learn a bit about its   .................. (1) before you go there. This includes

getting to know the proper form of greeting people, which can   .................. (2) a lot. If you go to a European country, for

example, don’t be   .................. (3) if someone kisses you on the cheek. In many African countries, it is common for people

to touch hands. However, that is not   .................. (4) like a common handshake. For   .................. (5), in Zambia, people

softly    .................. (6)  each  other’s  thumbs  when  greeting.  Finally,  if  you  travel  to  Tibet,  people  may  stick  their  

.................. (7) out of their mouths to greet you! Indeed, there is a wide   .................. (8) of greetings around the world.

quite – diversity – instance – identity – press – surprised – customs – vary – tongues

5 - Circle the correct option.  

1. If Tony passes his test, he buys / he'll buy a car.

2. She'll earn a lot of money if she wins /she'll win the prize.

3. If you go to the shops tomorrow, I meet / I'll meet you there.

4. If he doesn't / won't understand, I’ll explain it.

5. We'll miss / We miss the film if the train is late.

6. If you don't / won't listen, you won't learn.

7. If you cook dinner, I / I'll do the washing-up.

8. They won't pass their exams if they don't / won't work harder.

9. If she invites / will invite me, I’ll go.

6 - Choose from Box A and Box B to make a new sentence with to.

1. I shouted

2. I opened the box

3 I' m saving money

4. I need a knife

5. I'm wearing two sweaters

6. I phoned the police

a. to see what was in it.

b. to keep warm.

c. to go to Canada.

d. to report the accident.

d. to warn people of the danger.

e. to slice these onions.

7 - Put each sentence into the correct order.

1. you – I – pleased – am – meet – to.

2. invites – she – will – me– , – I – if – go.

3. is – machine – use – easy – to – this – it.

4. went – I – shop – to – to – the –bread – some – buy.

5. don't – thirsty – if – drink– , – will – you – get – you.

6. were – at – we – news – the – surprised.
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8 - Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets.

1. Do you want  .................. tennis? (play)

2. She hopes  .................. her exams. (pass)

3. Would you like  .................. at the computer? (look)

4. Have you practiced  .................. the ball? (catch)

5. He hasn’t finished  .................. his room yet. (clean)

6. Why do you keep  .................. the same mistake? (make)

7. We went  .................. at the lake yesterday. (fish)

8. We're planning  .................. at six. (arrive)

9 - Complete the sentences with infinitive forms of the following verbs.

See        swim        use        make

 It is not dangerous  ..................   in the pool.

 I am surprised  ..................   my teacher again.

 My brother was really sorry  ..................  that mistake.

 It is easy  ..................  this machine.

⋆

⋆

⋆

⋆

10 - Complete the following sentences.

1 . If my brother (go)   .................. out with his friends tonight, I (watch)   .................. the football match on TV.

2 . I (earn)   .................. a lot of money if I (get)   .................. a good job.

3 . If Kate (hurry / not)   .................. she (miss)   .................. the bus.

4 . If we (meet)   .................. them tomorrow, we (say)   .................. your hello.

5 . The air (be)   .................. clean if people (use)   .................. public transportation.

11 - One odd out.

1. a. nation b. society c. country d.economy

2. a. produce b. create c. collect d. make

3. a. vast b. beauty c. great d. large

4. a. right b. true c. wrong d. correct

12 - Write an antonym for each of the following words.

1. similar  ..................

2. false   ..................

3. finish    ..................

4. unimportant    ..................

13 - Complete the following sentences with the gerunds or infinitives of the verbs in the box.

Learn        leave        make        give     catch      Turn off

1. I went home after  ..................  the school.

2. I have decided  ..................  Spanish.

3. We can’t learn English without  .................. mistakes.

4. Mahboobeh bought some flowers  ..................  to her mother.

5. Remember  ..................  the lights.

6. I ran fast  ..................  the bus.
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14 - Pair up and talk about the things you will do or will happen in the following conditions.

1. If it rains tomorrow .................. .

2. If I study hard for my exams,  .................. .

3. If we go to Noshahr this Friday,  .................. .

4. If I eat so much junk food,  .................. .

5. If I get a good mark,  .................. .

15 - Read the following paragraph and choose the best verb forms.

I sometimes think about my future job. I want to have a job to help the people of my country. When I (grow up / will grow

up), I (become / will become) a teacher. I will work hard and help children. If I (teach / will teach) well’ my students (learn /

will learn) many things. If they (study / will study) hard’ they (become / will become) successful in their lives. They can

have good jobs in the future. They may become teachers, nurses, farmers, and artists. If my students (become / will become)

successful, I (feel / will feel) happy and satisfied. This helps people to have a happier life.

16 - Two of the words in each group are antonyms. Find them.

A) start/ finish/ decrease/ produce

B) quickly/ sadly/ greatly/ slowly

C) rise/ move/ reflect/ fall

D) cheap/ famous/ expensive/ interesting

17 - Use the words in part A to complete the following sentences. Make the necessary changes.

a. carpet   b. pottery   c. tile work   d. panting    e. calligraphy

1. I bought this beautiful  .................. cup in Meibod.

2. The little boy was sleeping on the  .................. . It was soft and warm.

3. Can you read that  .................. ? It seems to be one of Nezami's poems.

4. There is a collection of Farshchian  .................. in Astan Ghods Museum.

5. There are lots of  ..................  in Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque.

18 - Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge.

1. Her favorite ……………. is pottery and calligraphy.

2. He went to the grocery ……………. and bought food.

3. The Red Cross is a well-known international ……………. .

4. Hydrogen and oxygen ……………. to form water.

5. A dictionary of synonyms and ……………. is very useful for all language learners.

6. ‘I ……………. the test!’ ‘I’m so glad for you.’

7. A / An ……………. is the amount of money that is taken off the usual cost of something.

8. A piece of thick material like a small carpet that is used for covering or decorating part of a floor is called a ……………. .
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19 - Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge.

1. If you buy more than 100 dollars, you’ll get a 20 percent ……………. .

2. Gold and silver are valuable ……………. .

3. Each person’s fingerprint is ……………. . It is unlike anybody else’s.

4. The police were searching for the ……………. of that man. They didn’t know who he was.

5. The country’s national ……………. increased when the oil price went up.

6. Iranians are internationally famous for their beautiful rugs and ……………. .

20 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. Thanks for coming. a. That’s certain.

. Can I introduce myself? b. We’re all really excited.

. Dad, can we go home now? c. I appreciate it.

. Do it yourself. d. Say all that again.

. I'm confused. e. They had no secrets.

. Steve flies home tomorrow. f. I still don't know how to ride a bicycle.

. Computer prices will continue to

fall.

g. I'm bored!

. The two friends shared everything. h. I’m Helen Robins.

i. I’m sick and tired of cleaning up after

you!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

21 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. We're open every day a. to repair this yourself.

. Winning three gold medals is b. in calligraphy.

. I’m really surprised that c. as a doctor.

. He told me about d. his parents for money.

. I really value him e. he remembered my birthday.

. Do not attempt f. an amazing achievement.

. They shared a common interest g. as a friend.

. He earns a good income h. other than Sunday.

i. some of the problems he was facing.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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22 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. She greeted us a. by the beauty of her paintings.

. She was glad b. a visit to the Science Museum.

. She’s decided c. of her success.

. She felt deeply ashamed d. with a cheerful smile.

. Honesty is the key element e. not to accept the job.

. I was totally amazed f. that the birthday party was a success.

. It’s a well-known fact g. how to ride a bicycle.

. The tour included h. that smoking can cause lung cancer.

i. of her son’s behavior.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

23 - Match the definitions with the words.

A B

. a range of different people, things, or ideas  a.

calligraphy

. the money that you earn from your work b. metal

. who or what somebody or something is c. souvenir

. to put something into a box or other container d. artwork

. something that you bring back for other people when you have been on

holiday

e. diversity

. a skilled person who makes beautiful things by hand f. income

. a hard, usually shiny substance such as iron, gold, or steel g. identity

. paintings and other objects produced by artists h. pack

i. craftsman

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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24 - Circle the correct option.

1. I'll play with my sister if she has / will have no homework to do.

2. If the weather gets worse we aren't/won't be able to drive home.

3. Helen will tell you if you ask / you'll ask her.

4. If I walk / will walk too much, my feet hurt.

5. I'll walk home if I miss / will miss the bus.

6. I go / will go the museum with you if you want.

7. I'll go to the bank if we need / we'll need any more money.

8. Tom is / will be nervous if you tell him about it.

9. I'll be depressed if it rains / will rain all day.

10. You'll catch the bus if you run / you'll run.

25 - Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.  

1. If they .................. late, we .................. the film.  (arrive, miss)

2. I .................. angry if Emily .................. for me.  (be, not wait)

3. If you .................. down, we .................. an accident.  (not slow, have)

4. Ted .................. silly if he .................. that hat.  (look, wear)

5. If Jack .................. the book, I .................. it to him.  (need, lend)

6.  If you .................. that watch, we .................. you a new one.  (lose, not buy)

7.  Lucy .................. the race if she .................. harder. (not win, not work)

8.  They .................. you if you .................. to them like that.  (not help, talk)

9. If you .................. your bike, you .................. a lot of money.  (sell, get)

26 - Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word in the box.

1. In Paris she met a group of young ……………. : poets, film-makers and painters.

2. The police tried to guess the ……………. of the thief.

3. I am unfortunately unable to ……………. your kind invitation.

4. She went up to the old man and kissed him. It was very ……………. .

5. Thank you for your help. I do ……………. it.

6. They are ……………. people who enjoy having parties.

7. I'm ……………. . Can we go home now?

8. This type of monkey is ……………. to the island.

accept – touching – achieve – bored – unique – artists – sociable – identity – appreciate
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27 - Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word in the box.

1. Millions of dollars are spent each year on beauty ……………. .

2. Choosing the right bike ……………. on what you want to use it for.

3. The pottery was ……………. in boxes and shipped to the US.

4. The system will automatically check the ……………. of incoming visitors.

5. In the past five years, there has been a ……………. improvement in the education systems.

6. Saturn’s largest moon is ……………. in having an atmosphere made mostly of nitrogen.

7. The company has a / an ……………. of around $10 million a year.

8. Everyone, ……………. me, liked the book better than the movie.

including – income – depends – packed – appreciated – unique – products – identity – vast

28 - Match the sentence halves.

1. I must finish my homework first before

2. I always have a cup of tea when

3 Although I like vegetables,

4. Mary laughed when

5. You need to break eggs if

6. Before Jack can do his homework

a. I told her that joke.

b. I don't eat them very often.

c. you want to make an omelet.

d. he must get a cup of coffee.

e. I help you with yours.

f. I first get home from work.

29 - Circle the correct answers.

1. If you stay here, I'll go / go and get the tickets.

2. You should ask Tony if you want / 'll want some help with that.

3. There'll / won't be enough food unless everyone brings some.

4. We'll be late unless we don't leave / leave right now.

5. Don't / Won't talk about it if you don't want to.

6. Wait a minute! You don't / shouldn't have a big meal if you want to go swimming.

7. There won't be any left for later if you eat / might eat them all now.

30 - Put each sentence into the correct order.

1. wet if / will get / you leave / your jacket / it outside /.

2. money / if you / work, you / don't / don't earn / .

3. hot if / too / in the sun / you sit / you'll get / .

4. if I / I'll / talk to / her / Julia / see /.

5. sing if / the guitar / play / will you / I / ?

6. it's / tomorrow if / sunny / will / to the beach / you come / ?
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31 - Choose the correct word or words.

1. I will be / am really sad if you don't come to the party on Saturday!

2. If Paula invite / invites me, I will certainly go.

3. I usually eat breakfast. If I don't eat / won't eat it, I get very hungry.

4. Our teacher always gets / will get angry if anyone is late for class.

5. If you will fail / fail your exam, I'll be very surprised.

6. I'm / I'll be late for work if I miss the next train.

32 - Complete the sentences using the correct form of the verbs in the box.

1. If she .................. at five o'clock, she'll be there by half past seven.

2. We .................. you if we have any problems.

3. People are healthier if they .................. .

4. If you .................. ill all day, you shouldn't come to the party tonight.

5. If you're going into town, .................. a video for tonight while you're there!

6. If you see Carol tonight, .................. to say hello from me!

7. Don't feel you have to come if you .................. to.

8. It's simple. If you don’t work a bit harder, you .................. .

be – call – forget – get – leave – smoke – succeed – want

33 - Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets. Use ZERO conditionals.

1. If you .................. (turn) on a light bulb, it .................. hot. (get)

2. Everyone .................. (feel) better if they .................. (take) regular physical exercise.

3. Food .................. (taste) better if you .................. (be) really hungry.

4. It .................. (not/matter) if you .................. (speak) English with the accent of your own language.

5. Most plants .................. (not/grow) well if they .................. (not/have) light and water.

6. If the weather .................. (be) nice, he usually .................. (have) dinner outside.

7. I .................. (feel) sick if I .................. (eat) too much chocolate.

8. Teachers .................. (take) away your phone if you .................. (use) it in the classroom.
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34 - Match synonyms. There is one extra word on the right.

A B

. instance a. object

. item b. enjoyment

. diversity   c. welcome

. totally     d. special

. quite   e. example

. ugly f. completely

. pleasure     g. variety

. greet        h. very

i. unattractive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

35 - Read the following paragraph and circle the correct option.

       Martin Empson was the youngest football player in the school team. He started playing football (1) when / if he was 4

years old, on holiday with his parents. His father bought a ball (2) for / to keep him happy. Martin loved (3) play / playing

with the ball in the garden although he was too small to play in a team. He joined the school football team (4) before / when

his eighth birthday. He was only 7 years old and the youngest person in the team. When his parents stopped him playing

because of the weather, Martin (5) get / got angry and didn't eat his dinner. Today Martin is 43 years old and has two sons.

He still loves football. His two sons play football, too. (6) But / And they don't love football like Martin does.

36 - Choose the best choices below to fill in the blanks.

       In the past, some people believed in 'Sleep Learning'. They (think / thought) 1 people could learn new information if

they played recordings while they were asleep. However, scientists in the 1950s proved that it wasn't possible. (Unless / If) 2

you are completely awake, you can't process new information. If 'Sleep Learning' was possible, students would need to spend

much less time at school. But the reality is, we only learn well if our minds (will be / are) 3 fresh. And our minds aren't

refreshed unless (we get / we’ll get) 4 a good night's sleep. When (we’ll sleep / we sleep) 5 we remember tasks that we have

learned during the day. We also develop new understanding about things. Some students study late in the evenings, saying to

themselves, 'If I'm sleepy tomorrow, (I drink / I’ll drink) 6 an extra cup of coffee.' Unsurprisingly, they (didn’t / won’t) 7

achieve good results in their exams. Sleep experts believe that unless you (slept / sleep) 8 for seven and a half hours or more

at night, you can't do well the next day.

37 - Complete the following verbs with a suitable noun.

1 . respect  ..................

2 . reflect on  ..................

3 . weave  ..................

4 . appreciate ..................

5 . name  ..................
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38 - Add if or unless to the sentences.

1. .................. we leave now, we might arrive on time.

2.  I won't look at your story .................. you want me to.

3. You shouldn't cross the road .................. a car’s coming.

4. .................. you sleep now, you won't be able to sleep tonight.

5. It won't work .................. you don't switch it on!

6. Don't take that food .................. you can eat it all.

7.  I'm not going to take the medicine .................. I really need to.

8.  Your book will get wet .................. you leave it in the garden.

9. You mustn't leave the room .................. the teacher says you can.

39 - Write the present simple or will form of the verb in brackets to complete each sentence.

1. If I .................. (need) to ask Johnny for help, I usually call him.

2. It's simple. If you .................. (not work) a bit harder, you'll fail your exams.

3. My parents .................. (buy) a new car soon if they can save up enough money.

4. Most food burns if you .................. (cook) it for too long.

5. You .................. (not have) time for your homework if you go to the cinema.

6. If Lisa wins the prize, the newspapers may .................. (want) to write about her.

40 - Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge.

1. To tell you the ……………. , I don't know how to ride a bike.

2. He respectfully ……………. all of his guests with a handshake.

3. I was ……………. to death when I suddenly saw a big black bear in the forest.

4. They decided not to ……………. the mountain because of the weather.

5. Thanks for your kind invitation. I ……………. it.

6. Millions of dollars are spent each year on beauty ……………. .

7. If you’re not completely ……………. , you can get your money back.

8. The artist ……………. down before the people, and then started playing the piano.
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41 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. Several factors had combined a. to be proud of.

. They were attempting b. to hear of the baby's death.

. Your achievements are something c. to collect his medal.

. Her pride wouldn’t allow her d. to destroy our plans.

. Men often don't like e. to share their problems.

. I was surprised f. to climb the mountain.

. We were deeply shocked g. to accept charity.

. My doctor advised me f. to see her again so soon.

h. to lose some weight.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

42 - Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets. Use will/won't or the present simple.

1. When .................. (you / be) in London again, come and see us.

2. I want to see Sophie before .................. (she / go) out.

3. Call me when .................. (you / know) what time you're going to get here.

4. I' m going out now. .................. (you / be) here when .................. (I / get) back?

5. I think everything will be fine, but if .................. (there / be) any problems, .................. (I / call) you, OK?

6. We must do something soon before .................. (it / be) too late.

7. Anna looks very different now. If .................. (you / see) her again, .................. (you / not / recognize) her.

8. I don’t think the job is suitable for Steve. .................. (I / be) surprised if .................. (he / get) it.

9. I'm going to be away for a few days. If .................. (you / need) to contact me while .................. (I / be) away, here's my

mobile number.

10. I don't want to go without you. .................. (I / wait) for you until .................. (you / be) ready.
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43 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. An increase in tourism a. as they arrived.

. The explanations on the box b. will help the city's economy.

. I keep essential items c. before the King and the Queen.

. They were selling everything d. a new range of food for children.

. He greeted all the guests warmly e. at a discount.

. The people all bowed down f. were very confusing.

. The store have introduced g. to practice their ancient crafts.

. Many of the artists in the show h. in my hand luggage when I fly.

i. donated to charity.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

44 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. My students have worked hard, and a. I haven't started packing yet!

. We're going to Greece tomorrow, and b. he seemed really unfriendly.

. He changed his identity and c. they're very artistic.

. Maybe it was just my imagination, but d. we all share an interest in sport.

. I love your Christmas decorations – e. it's a step in the right direction.

. None of us are close friends but f. I'm proud of them.

g. moved abroad after what happened.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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45 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. The book is certainly very rare, a. but the teacher still wasn't satisfied.

. We'll go around the room, b. phone me.

. He made one big mistake, c. and possibly unique.

. I realize now that you were telling the

truth,

d. but hard to accept.

. I accepted his advice e. and each of you can introduce yourself.

. It was true, f. and I'm ashamed that I didn't believe you.

. I did the whole essay again, g. and many students make other silly

mistakes.

. If you’re confused about anything, h. and joined the health club.

i. and, as a result, lost his job.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

46 - Match the definitions with the words.

A B

. to let someone borrow money or something for a short time  a.

calligraphy

. a thing that can be seen and touched, but is not alive b. essay

. feeling pleased and satisfied about something c. prize

. beautiful handwriting that you do with a special pen or brush d. greet

. something that is given to someone who is successful in a competition or

race

e. identity

. a short piece of writing by a student as part of a course of study f. lend

. to say hello to somebody g. earn

. to get money for work that you do h. proud

i. object

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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47 - Match the definitions with the words.

A B

. to tell somebody what you think they should do a. product

. an organization for helping people in need b. sociable

. a thing that is grown or made, usually for sale  c.

appreciate

. to understand how good or useful somebody or something is d. proud

. unable to understand or think clearly e. advise

. something that is done by people in a particular society because it is

traditional

f. rug

. a piece of thick material like a small carpet g. charity

. enjoying spending time with other people h. custom

i. confused

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

48 - Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word in the box.

1. He worked hard and ……………. success.

2. His abilities are not fully ……………. in that company.

3. It was a ……………. story that moved many of us to tears.

4. I like to give a small amount of what I earn to ……………. every now and then.

5. They are ……………. to become the first to climb Everest without oxygen tanks.

6. Many teenagers have a very negative ……………. towards traditional customs.

7. He ……………. all of his guests with a handshake and a glass of orange juice.

8. Don't stop searching until you're absolutely ……………. you've found the place you want.

charity – attempting – appreciated – common – greeted – attitude – achieved – touching – certain

49 - There are 6 errors in the following passage. Find and correct them.

Philip is really nice sharing a flat with. I'm sure you'll like him. If he borrows something, he always gives it back, and he

always washes the dishes if he'll make a meal. Also, if he cook something good to eat, he often makes some for Isabel and

me too, which is really nice. In fact, if we were tired after studying, he sometimes prepares food for us! If he comes home

late at night, he always tries being very quiet, so that he doesn't wake us up. Anyway, if you come to our party next week,

you meet him.
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50 - Match synonyms. There is one extra word on the right.

A B

. vast a. to think about

. to reflect on b. to embrace

. touching c. reduction

. discount d. huge

. souvenir e. very special

. frightened f. to attain

. to achieve g. moving

. to hug h. to appreciate

. advise i. memento

. unique j. scared

k. to recommend

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

51 - Use the correct form of the verbs to complete each sentence.

1. They don't allow people  .................. in front of the building. (park)

2. Do you mind  .................. your car, please? You're blocking the road. ( move)

3. I've never been to Hong Kong, but I'd like  .................. there. (go)

4. If you want to get a cheap flight, I'd advise  .................. early. (book)

5. Yesterday, I phoned the police  .................. the accident. (report)

6. I'm very pleased  .................. you that you've passed the driving test! (tell)

7. I'm in a difficult position. What do you advise me  .................. ? (do)

8. Strangers should  .................. the customs of the country they are in. (respect)

52 - Fill in the blanks using your own knowledge.

1. An organization for helping people in need is called a /an ……………. .

2. She was no longer able to see any difference between ……………. and reality.

3. The men practiced various traditional ……………. , such as woodwork and carving toys out of bone.

4. I'm amazed that the bank keeps ……………. him money. I’m sure he won’t return the money he borrows.

5. Beautiful handwriting that you do with a special pen or brush is called ……………. .

6. When you ……………. , you move your head or the top half of your body forwards and downwards as a sign of respect or

to say hello or goodbye.

7. A flat square piece of baked clay or other material, used for covering walls or floors is called a …………. .

8. The pottery was ……………. in boxes and shipped to their destinations.
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53 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. If you’re not completely satisfied, a. behaving like that in front of the kids.

. Every time someone tries to explain

the Internet to me,

b. when I saw my small daughter standing near the

window of the apartment.

. As we climbed the final few meters, c. so I tried the opposite method.

. I didn't want anyone to know I'd

been fired

d. when he entered the building.

. I was frightened to death e. you can get your money back.

. I don't have a photograph with me f. I get even more confused.

. I'm surprised at you, g. we felt a sense of achievement.

. He respectfully removed his hat h. because I felt ashamed.

i. so you'll have to use your imagination.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

54 - Match two halves. There is one extra sentence on the right.

A B

. Of the two possibilities, a. students from a local school, as well as their

parents.

. Getting angry with him didn't work, b. footnotes at the bottom of the page.

. If you can’t get satisfactory results on

your own,

c. how important you are to the company you

work for.

. In attempting to avoid some possible

difficulties,

d. the former seems more suitable.

. Voluntary helpers at the event included e. nine new products before the end of the year.

. The group says it will introduce f. remember that professional help is available.

. Oftentimes, how much you’re paid

reflects

g. so I tried the opposite method.

. The numbers shown in the text refer to h. listening carefully to his long explanations.

i. some students make silly mistakes.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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55 - Match the definitions with the words.

A B

. the inside surface of your hand a. imagination

. two or more things joined or mixed together to form a single unit b. achieve

. the way you think and feel about somebody or something c. value

. an amount of money that is taken off the usual price of something d. palm

. to succeed in reaching a particular goal  e. combination

. relating to what is right and wrong in human behavior f. discount

. to think that someone or something is important g. product

. the ability to form pictures or ideas in your mind h. moral

i. attitude

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

56 - Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word in the box.

1. There was some ……………. of opinion about what should be done.

2. I tried on lots of wedding dresses before I found one that ……………. me.

3. We have completed our experiments and we are now analyzing the ……………. .

4. This won't solve the problem but it's a ……………. in the right direction.

5. We're going away in June but ……………. that I'll be here all summer.

6. I thought the medicine would make him sleep, but it had the ……………. effect.

7. She published a collection of ……………. on philosophy last year.

8. I felt so ……………. when my son went up to collect his medal.

unique – results – diversity – essays – opposite – proud – step – satisfied – other than 

57 - Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. There is one extra word in the box.

1. A number of factors have ……………. to create this difficult situation.

2. The organization depends on …………. , and on volunteer workers who are prepared to give up their time.

3. Experts ……………. that you should avoid being in strong sunlight for long periods.

4. If children were taught to be more …………. towards their elders, maybe these problems wouldn't happen so often.

5. The views expressed in this article do not necessarily ……………. those of the magazine editor.

6. The knowledge that I had caused him to lose his job made me feel bitterly ……………. .

7. Organic foods, herbal medicines, and handmade goods were preferred to the industrially ……………. items.

8. In this chapter I will ……………. to explain what caused the species to go extinct so fast.

reflect – ashamed – charity – advise – achievement – produced – attempt – combined – respectful
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58 - Put each sentence into the correct order.

1. about – the – was – Africa – ? – researcher – going – excited – to

2. yesterday – address – telling – remember – her – the – I.

3. I – left – forgot – door – when – lock – to – the – I.

4. is – of – dinner – night – Margaret – making – every – tired.

5. will – do – ? – she – what – call – if – tomorrow – you – doesn’t

6. are – about – me – anything – you – , – call – if – confused.

59 - Match columns A and B. There is one extra word in column B.

A B

. diversity a. in the right direction

. the craft b. of identities

. the beauty c. of pottery

. a combination d. area of forest

. a step e. of the sunset

. the truth f. of interests

. a vast g. of the matter

h. of factors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

60 - Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1. Fred and Richard have  .................. with the decoration. (agree/help)

2. We looked everywhere but we  .................. her ring. (couldn't/find)

3. They rushed to the station because they were  .................. the train. (afraid of / miss)

4. Jane  .................. an online business. (would like/start)

5. We've  .................. to a different town. (decide/not move)

6. During the holiday, I alway"s  .................. get up early in the morning. ( enjoy / not have to)

7. Frank  .................. by plane.  He gets too nervous. (can't/travel)

8. I think you  .................. better next time. (will/do)
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